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Oedipus El Rey 2023
as he approaches the end of a lengthy prison sentence oedipus is ready to taste his long awaited freedom but liberation comes at a price and life on
the outside proves its own kind of prison ruled by a cruel and violent fate based on sophocles classic tale oedipus el rey is an urgent examination of
modern institutions social barriers and the power of storytelling for those bold enough to challenge the gods of our time

The Greek Trilogy of Luis Alfaro 2020-09-03
winner of the london hellenic prize 2020 the greek trilogy of luis alfaro gathers together for the first time the three greek plays of the macarthur
genius award winning chicanx playwright and performance artist based respectively on sophocles electra and oedipus and euripides medea alfaro s
electricidad oedipus el rey and mojada transplant ancient themes and problems into the 21st century streets of los angeles and new york in order to
give voice to the concerns of the chicanx and wider latinx communities from performances around the world including sold out runs at new york s
public theater these texts are extremely important to those studying classical reception greek theatre and chicanx writers this unique anthology
features definitive editions of all three plays alongside a comprehensive introduction which provides a critical overview of luis alfaro s work
accentuating not only the unique nature of these three urban adaptations of ancient greek tragedy but also the manner in which they address present
day chicanx and latinx socio political realities across the united states a brief introduction to each play and its overall themes precedes the text of the
drama the anthology concludes with exclusive supplementary material aimed at enhancing understanding of alfaro s plays a performance history
timeline outlining the performance history of the plays an alphabetical glossary explaining the most common terms in spanish and spanglish
appearing in each play and a further reading list providing primary and secondary bibliography for each play the anthology is completed by a new
interview with alfaro which addresses key topics such as alfaro s engagement with ancient greek drama and his work with chicanx communities
across the united states thus providing a critical contextualisation of these critically acclaimed plays

Diversifying Greek Tragedy on the Contemporary US Stage 2018-07-26
in its long history of performance and reception greek drama has been interpreted and adapted in countless ways and forms in response to and as a
reflection of the preoccupations and tensions of particular historical moments this volume continues this tradition by investigating a cross section of
theatrical productions on the contemporary american stage that have reimagined greek tragedy in order to address the political and social concerns
of minority communities studying performance and its role in creating and reflecting social cultural and historical identity in contemporary america it
draws on cutting edge research in the field to move discussion away from the interpretation of dramatic texts in isolation from their performance
context and towards an analysis of the dynamic experience of live theatre the discussion focuses particularly on the ability of engaged performances
to pose critical challenges to the long standing stereotypes that have contributed to the misrepresentation and marginalization of minority cultures
however in the process it also uncovers the ways in which such performances can inadvertently reinforce the very stereotypes they aim to execute
demonstrating that ancient drama can be a powerful and dangerous tool in the search for social justice



Antiquity Now 2015-05-14
this book examines the surprising uses and abuses of the classical world in contemporary popular media

Golden Gate National Recreation Area (N.R.A.), San Francisco Maritime National
Historical Park, Extension of F-line Streetcar Service to Fort Mason Center 2012
the theatre has always been a place where conceptions of race and racism have been staged shared and perpetuated harvey young introduces key
ideas about race before tracing its relationship with theatre and performance from ancient athens to the present day

Theatre and Race 2013-05-24
offers a comprehensive overview of the most important authors movements genres and historical turning points in latino literature more than 60
million latinos currently live in the united states yet contributions from writers who trace their heritage to the caribbean central and south america
and mexico have and continue to be overlooked by critics and general audiences alike latino literature an encyclopedia for students gathers the best
from these authors and presents them to readers in an informed and accessible way intended to be a useful resource for students this volume
introduces the key figures and genres central to latino literature entries are written by prominent and emerging scholars and are comprehensive in
their coverage of the 19th 20th and 21st centuries different critical approaches inform and interpret the myriad complexities of latino literary
production over the last several hundred years finally detailed historical and cultural accounts of latino diasporas also enrich readers understandings
of the writings that have and continue to be influenced by changes in cultural geography providing readers with the information they need to
appreciate a body of work that will continue to flourish in and alongside latino communities

Latino Literature 2023-03-31
aristotle considered it to be the model on which all other tragedies should be based freud viewed it as the key to unlocking the subconscious
countless others have agreed with d h lawrence s assessment that it is the finest drama of all time it is oedipus rex one of the most celebrated and
disputed works in all of western literature for centuries classicists psychologists philosophers and many others have tried to solve the riddle of
oedipus the age old puzzle of what sophocles s masterpiece means and why it is so singularly mesmerizing in searching for oedipus kenneth glazer
offers a fresh and personal way of looking at oedipus rex by recounting what oedipus rex has meant to him at different points in his life and how
gradually over many years he came to answer this ancient riddle for himself along the way searching for oedipus shows just how deeply oedipus rex
is embedded in our cultural dna and how strongly its influence continues to be felt both a valuable resource for scholars and a riveting accessible
analysis for the general reader searching for oedipus brings to life a work of art that even after 2 500 years still retains the power to shock and
inspire



Searching for Oedipus 2018-09-15
fifty key figures in latinx and latin american theatre is a critical introduction to the most influential and innovative theatre practitioners in the
americas all of whom have been pioneers in changing the field the chosen artists work through political racial gender class and geographical divides
to expand our understanding of latin american and latinx theatre while at the same time offering a space to discuss contested nationalities and
histories each entry considers the artist s or collective s body of work in its historical cultural and political context and provides a brief biography and
suggestions for further reading the volume covers artists from the present day to the 1960s the emergence of a modern theatre that was concerned
with latinx and latin american themes distancing themselves from an european approach a deep and enriching resource for the classroom and
individual study this is the first book that any student of latinx and latin american theatre should read

Fifty Key Figures in LatinX and Latin American Theatre 2022-02-25
the oxford handbook of greek drama in the americas is the first edited collection to discuss the performance of greek drama across the continents
and archipelagos of the americas from the beginning of the nineteenth century to the present the study and interpretation of the classics have never
been restricted by geographical or linguistic boundaries but in the case of the americas long colonial histories have often imposed such boundaries
arbitrarily this volume tracks networks across continents and oceans and uncovers the ways in which the shared histories and practices in the
performance arts in the americas have routinely defied national boundaries with contributions from classicists latin american specialists theatre and
performance theorists and historians the handbook also includes interviews with key writers including nobel laureate derek walcott charles mee and
anne carson and leading theatre directors such as peter sellars carey perloff héctor daniel levy and heron coelho this richly illustrated volume seeks
to define the complex contours of the reception of greek drama in the americas and to articulate how these different engagements at local national or
trans continental levels as well as across borders have been distinct both from each other and from those of europe and asia

The Oxford Handbook of Greek Drama in the Americas 2015-11-05
demonstrates how myth literature and theater are part of and respond to public or political events

Theater and Crisis 2024-03-04
this volume seeks to weave applications of the dynamic concept of resonance to ethnic studies resonance refers to the ever broadening
multidirectional effects of movement or action a concept significant for many disciplines the individual chapters exchange the concept of static
intertextuality for that of interactive resonance which encourages consideration of the mutual and processual influences among readings paradigms
and social engagement in cultural analysis international scholars of literary and cultural studies linguistics history politics or ethno environmental
studies contribute their work in this volume each chapter examines a specific ethnic phenomenon in terms of relevant literature lived experience and



theoretical approaches or historical intervention relating the given case study to parameters of resonance the book offers dialogic transnational
interchange a play of eclectic ethnic voices inquiries perspectives and differences the studies in this interdisciplinary volume show that through
resonant engagement with in and between works literary production can both enhance and disturb cultural narratives of ethnicity

Ethnic Resonances in Performance, Literature, and Identity 2019-12-06
between 2010 and 2017 canada experienced an efflorescence of greek tragedy led by independent montreal theatre company scapegoat carnivale s
energetic performances of euripides s medea and bacchae and sophocles s oedipus tyrannus the performances featured crisp new translations by co
artistic director joseph shragge large casts and full throated sung choruses scapegoat carnivale s trilogy of these familiar but rarely performed plays
is at the core of this volume which includes all three novel play scripts the company s stage directions and helpful annotations that elucidate greek
names and cultural references and place the textual choices in the context of the productions themselves as well as the long manuscript traditions
germane to each tragedy the result sheds light on both the ancient greek texts and contemporary performance practice as do accompanying essays
introducing the reader to greek tragedy in fifth century athens reception theories each play s themes and cultural resonances and how scapegoat s
approach to each play fits into broader global trends of performance and reception scapegoat carnivale s tragic trilogy invites readers from all
backgrounds to encounter these plays whether they are looking at greek tragedy for the first time or the fiftieth it gives everyone the tools to
understand where these plays came from offers insights into how they can and should be performed now and shows why they are more relevant than
ever in contemporary theatre and in life

Scapegoat Carnivale’s Tragic Trilogy 2023-04-01
this volume examines the key representations of transgression drama produced between 480 b c and 1600 arranged in chronological order the
entries consist of plot summary often including significant dialogue performance data if available opinions by critics and scholars and other features
the plays covered in this volume will include the great ancient greek and roman tragedies fifteenth century passion plays and dramas by christopher
marlowe and william shakespeare

Blood on the Stage, 480 B.C. to 1600 A.D. 2014-06-20
what does it mean to read greek tragedy in a pandemic a global crisis how can greek tragedy address urgent contemporary troubles one of the
outstanding and most widely read theorists in the discipline mario telò brings together a deep understanding of greek tragedy and its most famous
icons with contemporary times in close readings of plays such as alcestis antigone bacchae hecuba oedipus the king prometheus bound and trojan
women our experience is precariously refracted back in the formal worlds of plays named after and to an extent epitomized by tragic characters
structured around four thematic clusters air time faces communities ruins and insurrections this book presents timely interventions in critical theory
and in the debates that matter to us as disaster becomes routine in the time out of joint of a post pandemic world violently encompassing all pre



existing and future crises relational political and ecological the pandemic coincides with the queer unhistoricism of tragedy and its collapsing of
present past and future readerships

Greek Tragedy in a Global Crisis 2023-05-18
オイディプスが先王殺害犯人の探索を烈しい呪いの言葉とともに命ずる発端から 恐るべき真相発見の破局へとすべてを集中させてゆく緊密な劇的構成 発端の自信に満ちた誇り高い王オイディプスと 運命の逆転に打ちひしがれた弱い人間オイディプスとの鮮やかな対比 数多いギリシ
ア悲劇のなかでも 古来傑作の誉れ高い作品

オイディプス王 2009-10
パリはヴォージュ広場の片隅にたたずむ ルイ十四世が寵姫のために建てたという 王妃の館 今は 一見の客は決して泊めない パリ随一の敷居の高さを誇る超高級ホテルとなっているこのシャトーに なぜか二組のワケあり日本人ツアーが同宿することになった しかも 倒産寸前の旅行
代理店の策略で 客室を昼と夜とでダブル ブッキングされて ぶっちぎりの笑いと涙満載の傑作人情巨編

Teatro completo y otras obras 1962
痛烈な権力批判 奇想天外なユーモア あふれる情感 古代ギリシアの笑い声が聞こえてくる シェイクスピア モリエールらの遙かな先蹤をなす最古の喜劇世界が 最新の研究成果に基づき甦る

Educación química 1996
遙か南の島 代々続く巫女の家に生まれた姉妹 大巫女となり 跡継ぎの娘を産む使命の姉 陰を背負う宿命の妹 禁忌を破り恋に落ちた妹は 男と二人 けして入ってはならない北の聖地に足を踏み入れた

Historia del teatro contemporáneo 1961

Revista Chicano-Riqueña 1978

Revista chicano-riquena 1977



El estásimo segundo del Edipo Rey de Sófocles 1952

王妃の館 2004-06

Triagnose van een mythe: Wildemeersch, G. Hugo Claus, of Oedipus in het paradijs 1974

Daily Variety 1961

ハムレットとオイディプス 1988

Αχαρνεισ 2008-07

新潮世界文学辞典 1990

Diccionario literario de obras y personajes de todos los tiempos y de todos los países:
Obras 1959

Revista de musicologia 1989

The Role of Ovid's Metamorphoses in the General Estoria of Alfonso El Sabio 1971
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